Platinum compounds represent one of the great success stories of metals in medicine. Following the serendipitous discovery of the anticancer activity of cisplatin by Rosenberg, a large number of cisplatin variants have been prepared and tested for their ability to kill cancer cells and inhibit tumor growth. These efforts continue today with increased realization that new strategies are needed to overcome issues of toxicity and resistance inherent to treatment by the approved platinum anticancer agents. One approach has been the use of so-called "non-traditional" platinum(II) and platinum(IV) compounds that violate the structure-activity relationships that governed platinum drug-development research for many years. Another is the use of specialized drug delivery strategies. Here we describe recent developments from our laboratory involving monofunctional platinum(II) complexes together with an historical account of the manner by which we came to investigate these compounds and their relationship to previously studied molecules. We also discuss work carried out using platinum(IV) prodrugs and the development of nanoconstructs designed to deliver them in vivo.
Introduction
The discovery in 1965 that soluble electrolytic oxidative decomposition products of a platinum electrode in ammonia-containing buffer, including cisdiamminedichloroplatinum(II) or cisplatin (Chart 1), inhibit cell division in Escherichia coli 1 was the key step in the discovery of an important class of anticancer agents. 2 Subsequent Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval of cisplatin in 1978 had a profound and far-reaching impact on the field of chemotherapy, substantially increasing survival for many cancer patients. Most notably, long-term survival rates of testicular cancer patients improved from less than 10% to greater than 90% following the introduction of cisplatin to the treatment regimens. 3 Subsequently, two related platinum-based drugs, carboplatin and oxaliplatin, were approved for clinical use in the United States. Three others, nedaplatin, lobaplatin, and heptaplatin, are widely employed in Asia (Chart 1). 4 Apart from its wonderful clinical value, cisplatin, one of few approved transition metalbased drugs, inspired generations of inorganic chemists to pursue applications of their research in the medical sciences. A portion of this every-growing body of work on the creative use of inorganic chemistry in medicine is showcased in this Inorganic Chemistry Forum, as well as in recently published books. 5, 6 Here, we provide an overview of developments in the field of platinum anticancer agents. Although cisplatin has been in use for over four decades, new and more effective platinum-based therapeutics are finally on the horizon.
This article is organized in the following manner. First, we present the canonical mechanism of action of cisplatin for readers who are generally unfamiliar with the topic. Next, monofunctional platinum(II) complexes are discussed. Although now a flourishing research program, investigations of monofunctional compounds in our laboratory were initiated three decades ago, as will be described. The sequence of events that led to renewed interest in monofunctional platinum(II) compounds and the discovery of very promising new clinical candidates will then be relayed. The final section of this article covers the use of octahedral platinum(IV) complexes as small-molecule prodrugs and their incorporation into various nanodelivery devices. The focus is primarily on work from our laboratory with limited discussion of that from other research groups. For a more comprehensive survey of the larger body of work carried out in this field, the reader is referred to recent review articles. [7] [8] [9] [10] 
Mechanism of Action of Cisplatin and Related Platinum-Based Drugs
Cisplatin and the related FDA-approved platinum-based drugs (Chart 1) operate by similar mechanisms of action. These agents kill cancer cells by binding to nuclear DNA. 11 The process by which such compounds do so involves several steps (Figure 1 ), of which cellular uptake is the first. The efficacy of a platinum-anticancer agent depends upon its ability to enter the cell and penetrate the nucleus where the critical target, DNA, resides. Much research has been devoted to elucidating the pathways by which cisplatin is internalized by cells. 12 Both passive and active transport pathways have been implicated. 12 Of particular interest is the reported uptake of cisplatin by the copper transporter, CTR1, 13 which may link cisplatin efficacy to intracellular copper trafficking.
Once inside the cell, cisplatin becomes activated by aquation, the substitution of chloride ligands by water. This reaction gives rise to the potent electrophilic cations cis-[Pt(NH 3 ) 2 Cl(OH 2 )] + and cis-[Pt(NH 3 ) 2 (OH 2 ) 2 ] 2+ , which readily bind DNA (Scheme 1). The aquation reaction is reversible, and thus the diminished chloride ion concentration (10-20 mM) in the cytoplasm compared to blood (0.1 M) favors the formation of the platinum aqua complexes. The preferred DNA-binding sites of cisplatin are the N7 positions of the nucleobases guanine and adenine. Intrastrand cross-links, formed by binding to two adjacent guanosine residues, comprise the majority of the cisplatin-DNA cross-links. In addition to DNA, soft sulfur-donor nucleophiles such as glutathione and sulfur-containing amino acids, also readily interact with cisplatin. These latter binding events can prevent substantial quantities of cisplatin from reaching DNA in the nucleus and ultimately limit its efficacy. The clinical relevance of off-target platinum-protein interactions is not yet fully understood. 14 After aquation and evasion of deactivating endogenous ligands, cisplatin binds to DNA. The bifunctional platinum-DNA cross-links that are formed induce significant structural distortion in the double-helix and impede transcription and replication, triggering cell death pathways. 15 The unique structural distortion of cisplatin-DNA intrastrand cross-links is also recognized by a variety of nuclear components. [16] [17] [18] [19] Among these are proteins and protein complexes comprising the cellular DNA repair machinery, including nucleotide excision repair (NER) proteins, which preferentially remove cisplatin intrastrand cross-links and enable cells to recover. [20] [21] [22] Alternatively, other proteins that bind to platinated DNA 17, 18 can potentiate the activity of cisplatin. 23 HMG-domain proteins, for example, selectively bind to cisplatin intrastrand d(GpG) cross-links in DNA, [24] [25] [26] [27] and the resulting complex increases the efficacy of these cytotoxic platinum lesions by blocking the access of proteins required for NER. 28, 29 Hence, high expression levels of HMG-domain proteins may increase cellular sensitivity to cisplatin. 30 This phenomenon is commonly referred to as "repair-shielding." The finding that HMGB4, a recently discovered HMG-domain protein that is preferentially expressed in the testis over other tissues, 31 binds more strongly to platinated DNA than HMGB1, the protein first discovered to bind platinated DNA, 24 may be relevant with respect to the hypersensitivity of testicular cancer to cisplatin. 32 An additional degree of complexity is that, in eukaryotic cells, genomic DNA wraps around an octamer of four histone proteins, forming nucleosomes, which are further condensed into chromatin. Our investigations reveal that cisplatin damage decreases the mobility and alters the geometry of the DNA-nucleosome complex. [33] [34] [35] Despite the decrease in mobility of platinated DNA in the nucleosomes, RNA polymerase can still transcribe until it reaches the sites of platinum damage. 35 This property argues against the hypothesis 15 that cisplatin inhibits transcription by preventing chromatin remodeling.
Monofunctional Platinum(II) Complexes
A complex of special importance to research in our laboratory is monofunctional phenanthriplatin, cis-[Pt(NH 3 ) 2 (phenanthridine)Cl](NO 3 ) (Chart 2, phenanthridine Ndonor),36 where the term monofunctional refers to its ability to bind to DNA through only one coordination site, that of the chloride ligand. Although a large number of monofunctional compounds of the form cis-[Pt(NH 3 ) 2 (L)Cl] + have been prepared in which L is an N-heterocycle, [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] phenanthriplatin is one of only a few that display in vitro cytotoxicity greater than that of cisplatin across a broad range of cancer cell types. We describe here the sequence of experiments and discoveries by which other laboratories and we came to focus on monofunctional platinum complexes. The line of research that culminated in our interest in the potential of such compounds for treating cancer, and the discovery and investigation of phenanthriplatin as a lead candidate for clinical development, are highlighted.
The monofunctional platinum complexes in which we are currently interested typically contain two am(m)ine ligands, one leaving group ligand, and a heterocyclic N-donor. Before our recent work on these compounds, however, we had investigated a number of monofunctional complexes containing exocyclic N-donor atoms on the heterocycle. The following discussion relates the manner by which we came to study these compounds and the eventual progression towards analogues containing endocyclic N-donor heterocyclic ligands. Chart 2 depicts several structures that mark key developments in the course of this research.
Early Work on Monofunctional Compounds Containing Exocyclic N-Donor Ligands
Early contributions to the field of platinum anticancer drug research from our laboratory improved our understanding of the mechanism of action of cisplatin and related compounds, 50-53 a line of research continued to the present day. 15, 54 It is now generally accepted that nuclear DNA is a target of cisplatin and that the drug primarily exerts its biological effects through formation of bifunctional DNA adducts. 51, 55 Cisplatin is typically administered in combination with other anticancer drugs, 56 however, including DNA intercalators 57 such as doxorubicin. In the 1980's, in an attempt to probe the manner by which platinum compounds and intercalators may work in concert, we studied the platination of DNA containing the classical intercalator ethidium. 58 When DNA was treated with cisplatin in the presence of ethidium, the presence of this cationic intercalator altered the pattern of platination on the duplex. In particular, it was proposed that this alteration might arise from a switch in the DNA binding mode from bifunctional to monofunctional. 58 Subsequent work confirmed that the binding of cisplatin to DNA containing intercalated ethidium resulted in the formation of monofunctional platinum-DNA adducts. 59 When the monofunctionally platinated DNA containing ethidium was extensively dialyzed, the intercalator could be removed, and the platinum proceeded to form bifunctional adducts. The ability to remove the ethidium by dialysis, and the lack of a reaction between cisplatin and ethidium when solutions of the two were mixed, led to the initial conclusion that no covalent bonds formed between them. As described below, subsequent experiments resulted in a re-evaluation of this conclusion.
Renewed interest in the area was sparked by a study confirming that DNA platination in the presence of intercalators removed the preference for binding to poly(dG) stretches. 60 A difference was noted, however, between experiments carried out with acridine versus either ethidium or proflavin as intercalators. Acridine could be readily removed from DNA that had subsequently been platinated by tert-butanol extraction, filtration at acidic pH, or thin layer chromatography at basic pH. Neither ethidium nor proflavine could be removed in this manner and were therefore referred to as "tightly-bound." These tightly bound intercalators underwent slow exchange at 37 °C, consistent with prior work. 59 The strength of the interaction, however, led to the proposal that a ternary complex formed involving the intercalator, DNA, and the cis-{Pt(NH 3 ) 2 } 2+ unit. Further studies provided supporting evidence for ternary complex formation. 61 In particular, fluorescence measurements revealed that, after platination, the intercalated ethidium no longer emitted, consistent with the presence of an interaction with platinum, which quenched the luminescence by the heavy atom effect.
Prompted by these results, we prepared, isolated, and characterized cis-[Pt(NH 3 ) 2 
where Etd is the ethidium cation (Chart 2).62 The characteristics of the optical absorption spectrum of this compound match those of DNA platinated in the presence of ethidium, confirming coordination of Etd to platinum in the latter instance. Moreover, DNA adducts formed by cis-[Pt(NH 3 ) 2 (Etd)Cl] 2+ released ethidium following incubation at 37 °C, as observed for the postulated ternary complexes in the earlier studies. Because cisplatin and ethidium do not interact in the absence of DNA, it was proposed that DNA acts to promote ligand substitution of chloride for ethidium following preliminary platinum aquation and binding to the duplex. Molecular mechanics computations were used to model a DNA hexamer containing an intercalated ethidium ion, platinated at the N7 position of a deoxyguanosine residue adjacent to the intercalator. The resulting energy minimized structure illustrates the manner in which the DNA preorganizes the two molecules for ligand substitution chemistry (Figure 2 ). In summary, cisplatin effectively cross-linked the intercalator and an adjacent deoxy-guanosine residue, similar to the manner by which it typically cross-links adjacent deoxyguanosines.
An examination of the platinum ethidium complex in Chart 2, reveals that the ethidium can bind to the platinum through either of its two exocyclic amines, formally N3 and N8. Owing to the similar spectroscopic features of the N3 and N8 linkage isomers, firm experimental evidence as to which, if either, linkage isomer was favored in the presence of DNA had not been obtained. This situation was rectified by our discovery of the differential thermochromic behavior of the two isomers of cis-[Pt(NH 3 ) 2 (Eth)Cl] 2+. 44 These studies indicated that DNA favors formation of the N8 regioisomer, the one depicted in Chart 2.
Monofunctional Compounds Containing Endocyclic N-Donor Ligands
Structure-activity relationships (SARs) established in the drug development community stated that monofunctional platinum compounds were not likely to be of clinical significance. 63 Most of the compounds to enter into clinical trials in the early years of platinum anticancer drug research obeyed these traditional SARs, which required for activity charge neutrality, a square-planar coordination geometry, the presence of a pair of inert ligands cis to one another in the coordination sphere, and a pair of labile ligands in the remaining two sites. 4, 64 How did these SARs arise? Following the initial discovery of cisplatin as an anticancer drug, many platinum compounds were evaluated, and those that inhibited tumor growth in animals were used to establish the rules for activity. 1, 2 Monofunctional complexes such as [Pt(NH 3 ) 3 Cl] + and [Pt(dien)Cl] + were inactive both in vivo and in vitro, consistent with the SARs. 63, [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] Although these particular complexes are inactive, it was also recognized that cisplatin and its analogues are not effective against all types of cancers, and this deficiency spurred the search for platinum complexes that deviated significantly in structure from cisplatin in order to find complexes that might overcome inherent or acquired drug resistance. 70 One such program, active at about the time when the aforementioned studies of the ternary Pt-DNA-ethidium complex were being carried out, was being undertaken at Engelhard Industries. In a seminal paper by Stern, Hollis, and Amundsen, complexes of the type cis-[Pt(NH 3 ) 2 (Am)Cl] + , where Am is an N-donor ligand derived from pyridine, purine, pyrimidine, or aniline, were described that displayed significant tumor cell growth inhibition in vitro and in L1210 and P388 mouse leukemia models. 37 Although charged and carrying only one labile ligand, features incommensurate with the traditional SARs, these compounds had significant activity.
In a parallel set of experiments, we had prepared a pair of platinum(II) complexes of general formula cis-[Pt(NH 3 ) 2 (Int)Cl] + , where Int is an intercalating moiety. 43 In this study, the intercalators used were 9-aminoacridine and chloroquine. The former coordinates to platinum through its exocyclic amine and the latter through the endocyclic nitrogen atom. For purification purposes, the chloroquine ligand was protonated, resulting in the isolation of a complex of the chloroquinium ion (HCQ + ). These complexes belonged to the cis-[Pt(NH 3 ) 2 (Am)Cl] + family of complexes found to be active by the Engelhard group and so preliminary animal studies were carried out. The levels of toxicity were considered to be prohibitive, however, and so their biological activity was not explored further. 43 We briefly highlight here that the compound cis-[Pt(NH 3 ) 2 (N1-HCQ)Cl](NO 3 ) 2 (Chart 2) was the first complex of the form cis-[Pt(NH 3 ) 2 (Am)Cl] n+ from our laboratory, where Am is an N-heterocyclic ligand, with the exception of the -pyridone complex cis- 71, 72 Studies of the latter, performed by Hollis while he was a graduate student in our group, were part of an extensive program to understand the chemistry of platinum blues, 73, 74 which did not include investigations of their biological activity.
In collaboration with the researchers at Engelhard Corporation we next investigated the nature of the interaction of cis-[Pt(NH 3 ) 2 (Am)Cl] + complexes with DNA. 75, 76 It was of interest, inter alia, to examine the possibility that the Am ligand was lost upon DNA binding, facilitating bifunctional coordination. It was not easy to let go of the prevailing SARs! Select members of the series were able to block replication in vitro, however. With the use of "replication mapping," a technique previously devised by us to investigate bifunctional adducts formed by cisplatin, 66 we quickly learned that the Engelhard compounds inhibited DNA polymerases at individual guanine residues. This result stood in contrast to that obtained with cisplatin, whereby DNA replication typically halted at d(Gp) n sequences, where n ≥ 2. The implication was that this new class of compounds did indeed form monofunctional adducts on DNA and that these compounds were functionally quite different from the simpler analogues, like [Pt(dien)Cl] + , which are unable to inhibit the progression of a DNA polymerase. 66 The hypothesis that the biological activity of these complexes arises from monofunctional adducts was corroborated by the failure of antibodies, raised against DNA containing bifunctional platinum adducts, to recognize the lesions formed by cis-[Pt(NH 3 These results, indicating that these complexes did indeed bind DNA and exert their biological effects through monofunctional adduct formation, were confirmed by work carried out in the Reedijk group. 77 They used NMR spectroscopy to investigate the interaction of cis-[Pt(NH 3 ) 2 (4-methylpyridine)Cl]Cl with d(GpG) and found that the platinum complex binds to the N7 position of only one guanine residue. They also found no evidence for release of ammonium ion, which would be required if a bifunctional adduct were to form. The differential occurrence of mutations in bacteria treated with cisplatin versus cis-[Pt(NH 3 ) 2 (4-methylpyridine)Cl]Cl was also investigated, and it was confirmed that distinct types of DNA adducts are formed by these species. 77 We next continued our studies of monofunctional platinum complexes by interrogating whether DNA that was site-specifically modified by cis-[Pt(NH 3 ) 2 (N3-cytosine)Cl] + was bent. 78 DNA bending induced by bifunctional binding of cisplatin was believed to be intimately tied to the manner by which it exerted its anticancer activity. Using an electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA), we determined that DNA oligomers platinated with cis-[Pt(NH 3 ) 2 (N3-cytosine)Cl] + remain rigid and rod-like, in contrast to oligomers platinated with cisplatin, which are bent by 32-34°. At the same time, we reported the discovery of SSRP1, a DNA damage-recognition protein from mammalian cells that bound specifically to intrastrand d(GpG) and d(ApG) cross-links formed by cisplatin. 79 This protein, later identified to be a high mobility group box (HMGB)-containing protein, 24 did not, however, bind to the adduct formed by cis-[Pt(NH 3 ) 2 (N3-cytosine)Cl] + . The lack of DNA bending by the monofunctional adduct was believed to be the reason for its different recognition by SSRP1, pointing to a differing mechanism of action. A further EMSA study employing supercoiled plasmid DNA 80 revealed that, not does cis-[Pt(NH 3 ) 2 (4-bromopyridine)Cl] + bend DNA less, it also unwinds it less than bifunctional compounds like cisplatin.
More Recent Developments
Over the next 16 years, platinum research conducted in our laboratory proceeded in other directions, with no further work being carried out on a monofunctional compound except for the occasional inclusion of complexes like [Pt(dien)Cl] + as controls in studies of cisplatin and other bifunctional complexes. In 2006, however, during the course of a collaboration with the Giacomini group at UCSF on the role that the organic cation transporters (OCTs) play in the uptake of oxaliplatin, 81 we were inspired to re-examine monofunctional platinum complexes. The Giacomini laboratory were pursuing the hypothesis that overexpression of OCTs in colon cancer cells might explain the efficacy of oxaliplatin in the treatment of this disease. During the collaboration, we wondered how oxaliplatin, itself not a cation, might be recognized by OCTs and were curious to examine actual cationic platinum complexes containing ligands with organic character for uptake by OCTs. Many such candidates were readily available in our laboratory, and one of these, cis-[Pt(NH 3 ) 2 (pyridine)Cl] + or CDPCP for cis-diamminepyridinechloro-platinum(II), was especially remarkable in this regard (Chart 2). Its reinvestigation marks the beginning of our renewed interest in monofunctional platinum compounds. 82 CDPCP was one of the cis-[Pt(NH 3 ) 2 (Am)Cl] + species initially reported by Hollis and coworkers in 1989 and bore structural similarities to many of the monofunctional compounds that we had previously studied. With its positive charge and organic pyridine ligand, this complex served as an excellent substrate for OCTs 1 and 2. Cells that overexpressed these transporters were more sensitive to treatment with CDPCP, or pyriplatin as we subsequently referred to the complex, than cells that did not. The differential in cell killing (87 to 137-fold) was greater than that of oxaliplatin (12 to 53-fold), which is taken up by the same transporters.
An EMSA analysis of the interaction of pyriplatin with closed-circular supercoiled plasmid DNA revealed that its monofunctional adducts did not significantly unwind the duplex. An X-ray structure analysis of a DNA dodecamer duplex site-specifically platinated at the N7 position of a central guanosine residue (Figure 3 ) revealed the presence of B-form DNA with the platinated guanine fully base-paired with its cytosine complement in the opposite strand. A study of the effect of this adduct on transcription revealed that pyriplatin placed on the template strand blocks progression of RNA polymerase II (pol II). We additionally found that, although the lesion is repaired by the nucleotide excision repair (NER) machinery of the cell, the pathway is much less effective than in the repair of bifunctional cisplatin adducts. 82 More information about the mechanism by which pyriplatin disrupts cell function was obtained through an analysis of the crystal structure of transcribing RNA pol II stalled at the site of a pyriplatin monofunctional adduct ( Figure 4A ). 83 The structure revealed that the platinated nucleotide captures pol II in a post-translational state, where the addition site is empty and ready to be loaded and the platinated guanosine residue sits directly above the bridge helix of the enzyme. The cis-[Pt(NH 3 ) 2 (pyridine)] 2+ unit is rotated around the Pt-N py bond with respect to that observed in the structure of the dodecamer duplex described above so ( Figure 3 ) as to avoid unfavorable steric interactions. Another structure was solved with CMP present in the addition site ( Figure 4B ). Although Watson-Crick base-pairing can occur between CMP and the platinated guanosine, the complex remained stalled in a pretranslocation site, potentially due to steric hindrance involving the pyridine ring. An interesting feature is that, in both the dodecamer structure and the structure of the platinated DNA stalled pol II with an empty addition site, the pyridine ring points towards the 5 end of the platinated strand, but in the structure with CMP filling the active site, the pyridine ring is directed toward the 3 end of the platinated strand.
With this information in hand, detailed studies were performed to determine the potential of pyriplatin as an anticancer agent. 84 Its cytotoxicity was evaluated in the NCI-60 panel of human cancer cell lines, and a subsequent analysis by the online COMPARE algorithm revealed that the spectrum of activity of pyriplatin is unrelated to that of either cisplatin/ carboplatin or oxaliplatin. However, the overall degree of toxicity, or potency, was an order of magnitude less for pyriplatin. A flow cytometry study showed that pyriplatin, like cisplatin and oxaliplatin, induces a cell cycle block at G 2 -M and induces apoptosis. This result was further confirmed by Western blotting for phosphorylated H2AX and Chk2 following treatment of HOP-62 cells with pyriplatin. 84 The genetic effects induced by pyriplatin were compared to those for cisplatin and oxaliplatin. Among the differences was a decrease in the levels of ERCC1 mRNA in cells treated with pyriplatin. The protein encoded by this mRNA plays a role in NER, and lower levels are consistent with earlier results showing repair of pyriplatin adducts to be less efficient than that of cisplatin adducts. Finally, a synergistic effect was observed when cells were treated with both cisplatin and pyriplatin, strongly supporting the conclusion that these compounds operate by different mechanisms. A more detailed study revealed that the main pathway for repair of monofunctional pyriplatin adducts is NER and not mismatch repair or double-strand break repair. 85 The ability of pyriplatin to efficiently inhibit transcription in a variety of cancer cell lines was also evaluated using both globally and site-specifically platinated plasmids.
The results of these studies indicated that pyriplatin operates by a mechanism of action distinct from that of cisplatin, albeit with less potency. Pyriplatin itself is therefore not likely to be taken forward, but it did serve as a lead compound in a project designed to capitalize on and maintain its differentiated spectrum of activity but to improve its potency. In pursuit of this idea, we recently generated a small library of compounds with various N-heterocyclic Am ligands in cis-[Pt(NH 3 ) 2 (Am)Cl] +. 36 The choice of ligands was guided by the crystallographic results described above and involved increasing the steric bulk of the Am ligand to further increase transcription inhibition and consequential cytotoxicity. Of the compounds generated, the phenanthridine complex, cis-[Pt(NH 3 ) 2 (phenanthridine)Cl](NO 3 ) or phenanthriplatin (Chart 2), was most potent. It exhibited IC 50 values, the concentration required to inhibit cell growth by 50%, 4 to 40 times lower than those of cisplatin or oxaliplatin. Evaluation in the NCI-60 cancer cell line panel confirmed that the spectrum of activity of phenanthriplatin differs from those of other platinum anticancer agents. Its cellular uptake is enhanced over that of either cisplatin or phenanthriplatin, and the bulky ligand provides the metal center with a measure of protection from deactivating thiols, a feature similar to that designed to occur with picoplatin. 86 Phenanthriplatin also inhibits transcription as effectively as cisplatin. Work is currently underway in our lab to further investigate the mechanism of action of phenanthriplatin and to devise improved analogs.
Platinum(IV) Anticancer Complexes Properties and Mechanism of Action
The exploration of platinum(IV) complexes as potential anticancer agents is an active field of research, summarized in several recent reviews on the topic. [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] Although the clinical potential of such complexes has only been realized within the last decade, Pt(IV) compounds were identified as having anticancer activity in the early days of cisplatin research. 2 The properties of platinum(IV) complexes differ substantially from those of platinum(II). In contrast to the four-coordinate square-planar geometries of platinum(II) complexes, platinum(IV) complexes are typically six-coordinate with octahedral geometries. The saturated coordination sphere of low-spin d 6 platinum(IV) complexes renders them kinetically more inert than those of platinum(II). These differences have been exploited in the pursuit of more effective platinum anticancer drug candidates. The kinetic inertness helps to prevent diversion to off-target biological nucleophiles before the platinum complex can reach the purine bases in nuclear DNA. The presence of two additional ligands enables modification of the chemical properties and provides attachment points for cancer-targeting units and conjugation to nanoparticles and other carriers.
Because most platinum(IV) complexes do not directly engage in ligand substitution reactions on a therapeutically relevant time scale (hours), reduction to platinum(II), accompanied by the loss of two ligands, is typically required for binding to biological targets. 92, 93 Once reduced, the mechanism of action of platinum(IV) anticancer agents resembles that of platinum(II) complexes, with binding to genomic DNA and inhibition of transcription and replication. Important features of uncertainty regarding this process are the timescale and location of the reduction event, the identity of the reducing agent(s), and the chemical nature of the reduction products. These factors have a great influence on the ultimate efficacy of a platinum(IV) complex compared to that of its platinum(II) reduction products.
Platinum(IV) complexes are typically potent oxidizing agents. 94, 95 As a consequence, the hypoxic environments of cancer cells and tissues, which contain a high concentration of reducing agents, enables the facile reduction of Pt(IV). Because of the significant structural change from octahedral to square planar geometry that occurs upon reduction, kinetic barriers most likely limit this process. Cyclic voltammograms of such complexes display only irreversible reductions, 96 presumably due to a combination of slow heterogeneous reduction kinetics and ligand dissociation. The reduction of platinum(IV) complexes by small-molecule agents, like ascorbic acid and glutathione, can occur by both inner-and outer-sphere electron transfer mechanisms. [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] The operative mechanism depends on the stereochemical arrangement and nature of ligands within the platinum(IV) coordination sphere. Hydroxide and halide ligands can serve as bridges to facilitate inner-sphere electron transfer chemistry. An additional requirement for inner-sphere electron transfer is that the bridging ligand be trans to a good leaving group. 99 Thus satraplatin, which contains two chloride ligands trans to strongly bound am(m)ines, undergoes reduction by ascorbate and glutathione by a slow, outer-sphere mechanism. 99 Although small-molecule reducing agents can reduce and activate platinum(IV), the identity of in vivo reductants remains to be defined conclusively. Some studies investigating reduction of platinum(IV) complexes in cancer cell extracts revealed that high molecular weight intracellular components, mainly proteins, are responsible for reduction. 102 Another factor is that the reduction products often comprise a mixture of species, depending on ligands available to be lost. 103 For complexes that undergo inner-sphere reductions, however, elimination of two trans ligands appears to occur exclusively. 99, 104 
Synthetic Chemistry of Platinum(IV) Complexes
Oxidation of platinum(II) complexes with aqueous hydrogen peroxide affords trans dihydroxo platinum(IV) complexes. 105 These complexes are useful for preparing a number of other derivatives, because the hydroxide ligands are nucleophilic and react with electrophiles, providing access to new compounds without the need for ligand substitution chemistry. 106 The use of alcohols and carboxylic acids as solvents for the oxidation of platinum(II) complexes by hydrogen peroxide usually affords mixed trans hydroxo-alkoxo or hydroxo-carboxylato complexes (Scheme 2). [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] If a sufficiently acidic carboxylic acid is used, however, dicarboxylato species form, presumably with protonation of the second hydroxo ligand, which leaves as water. 113 The oxidation of cisplatin in formic acid, for example, cleanly generates the diformate complex with no evidence of monoformate formation. Stirring the dihydroxo complex, cis,cis,trans-[Pt(NH 3 ) 2 Cl 2 (OH) 2 ] in formic acid also produces this product, albeit of lower purity. This observation is consistent with the relatively low pK a (3.77) of formic acid. An optimal synthesis and characterization of the diformate complex cis,cis,trans-[Pt(NH 3 
is given in the Experimental Section. Full crystallographic characterization is provided in the Supporting Information (SI).
Carboxylic acid anhydrides, isocyanates, acid chlorides, and pyrocarbonates are additional electrophiles that react with platinum(IV) hydroxides (Scheme 3). 106, 114, 115 The products of such reactions are platinum(IV) carboxylates, carbamates, or carbonates. Another reaction of importance is that of platinum(IV) hydroxides with cyclic anhydrides. [116] [117] [118] The resulting platinum(IV) dicarboxylates contain terminal, uncoordinated carboxylic acid functional groups that can be readily modified by standard amide-bond-forming chemistry (Scheme 3). 118, 119 Because platinum(IV) complexes are kinetically inert to direct ligand substitution, these strategies, which use outer-sphere functionalization, are the preferred methods for preparing novel platinum(IV) complexes with potentially biologically compatible ligands.
Platinum(IV) Complexes with Biologically Active Axial Ligands
By converting a molecule with a carboxylic acid functional group to an acid chloride or anhydride, it can readily be attached to a platinum(IV) complex by the chemistry described above. Thus any compound that contains a carboxylic acid can in principle be attached to platinum(IV). Such modular reactivity is of particular interest for the design of dual-threat pharmaceutical agents, which combine two biologically active components into a single molecule. Ideally, the two compounds will have different intracellular targets so that resistance mechanisms protecting against one agent would not affect the activity of the other. Ethacrynic, valproic, and dichloroacetic acids are examples of biologically active carboxylates that have been coordinated to a platinum(IV) prodrug for this purpose (Chart 3). Ethacrynic acid is an inhibitor of the enzyme glutathione-S-transferase (GST), which catalyzes the conjugation of glutathione with xenobiotics and confers drug resistance to many cell types. 120 Hence, a complex with two ethacrynic acid ligands (ethacraplatin) increased the efficacy of the released cisplatin by simultaneously inhibiting GST. [121] [122] [123] Valproic acid inhibits histone deacetylase (HDAC), an emerging target for cancer therapy. 122 The platinum(IV)-divalproate complex (VAAP) displayed effective in vivo anticancer activity, possibly due to a synergistic effect of the synchronized delivery of the HDAC inhibitor and cisplatin. 124 The rationale for the design of mitaplatin, discovered and first investigated in our laboratory, is discussed next.
Cancer cells operate by a unique cytosolic metabolic pathway known as "aerobic glycolysis," a phenomenon commonly referred to as the Warburg effect. 125 Non-malignant cells generate ATP primarily from the citric acid (TCA) cycle and oxidative phosphorylation, both of which operate in the mitochondria and rely on oxygen. In nonmalignant cells, a small amount of ATP is also produced directly from glycolysis, but the main purpose of this pathway is to provide pyruvate. The pyruvate is then converted to acetyl-CoA in mitochondria and enters the citric acid cycle. Under hypoxic conditions, cells cannot produce ATP by the efficient oxidative phosphorylation pathway and instead must obtain their energy predominantly by glycolysis. The large amounts of pyruvate that accumulate as a result are transformed into lactic acid. Warburg discovered that, even in the presence of sufficient quantities of oxygen to produce ATP via the citric acid cycle and oxidative phosphorylation, cancer cells continue to employ glycolysis, giving rise to the term aerobic glycolysis. 125 The distinctive operation of the glycolytic pathway in cancer cells provides a means of selectively targeting them for cancer therapy. 126 Dichloroacetate (DCA) is a commercially available inhibitor of pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase (PDK). 127 The ultimate effect of inhibiting PDK is an increase in the production of acetyl-CoA from pyruvate, which in turn initiates the citric acid cycle and oxidative phosphorylation. DCA thereby inhibits aerobic glycolysis, restores normal mitochondrial function, and decreases the mitochondrial membrane potential ( m ). 128, 129 These effects act in concert to increase the ability of cancer cells to undergo apoptosis by facilitating release of apoptosis-inducing factor (AIF) from mitochondria. 128, 129 The platinum(IV) prodrug mitaplatin, cis,cis,trans-[Pt(NH 3 ) 2 Cl 2 (DCA) 2 ], was designed in our laboratory to simultaneously deliver cisplatin as a cytotoxic agent and two equivalents of DCA as apoptosis inducers. 130 Against a panel of seven cancer cell lines, mitaplatin exhibited comparable or better cytotoxicity than cisplatin. Further studies revealed that, as planned, mitaplatin also depolarized the mitochondrial membrane and increased the release of AIF. By treating a coculture of normal lung fibroblasts (MRC5) and lung carcinoma cells (A549) with mitaplatin or cisplatin, the selectivity of the former for cancer cells and tissues was modeled. These studies revealed that mitaplatin effectively killed the cancer cells, while leaving the normal cells untouched; cisplatin killed substantial quantities of both cell types. The DCA, arising from the axial ligands of mitaplatin, appears to selectively sensitize cancer cells to the platinum cytotoxic agent. Later studies by another research group investigated the efficacy of mitaplatin in cisplatin-resistant cell lines. 131 Mitaplatin was more effective than cisplatin in resistant cell lines. The expected effects of DCA, such as decreased glucose uptake and inhibition of PDK, were observed. 131 Synergism of DCA with commonly used platinum(II) anticancer drugs has also been noted. [132] [133] [134] The concentrations of DCA required to see such effects, however, is between 2 to 10 mM, substantially higher than the low M concentrations provided by mitaplatin. Thus mitaplatin may also act to increase cellular uptake of DCA and deliver it more selectively to its intracellular targets.
As discussed briefly above, there are a large number of DNA-binding proteins that selectively recognize Pt-DNA. One of these proteins, HMGB1, which contains an HMGdomain, can inhibit repair of cisplatin-DNA 1,2-d(GpG) intrastrand cross-links by effectively blocking DNA repair proteins from accessing the adduct. 28 Overexpression of HMGB1 is thereby expected to increase the sensitivity of cells to cisplatin through such repair-shielding. There are conflicting data in the literature regarding the validity of this hypothesis, however. 30, 135 Recent studies from our group suggest that the ability of HMGB1 to sensitize cells to cisplatin can be modulated by the redox environment in the cell. 136 In estrogen-receptor positive, ER(+) MCF-7 breast cancer cell lines, the addition of estrogen increases expression levels of HMGB1, which translates into an increase in the sensitivity of these cells to cisplatin, presumably because of repair shielding. 30 With these results in mind, we rationally designed a platinum(IV) complex bearing axial ligands with appended estrogen moieties, using the strategy described above (Chart 4). 118 The estrogen ligands upregulated HMGB1 expression levels and potentiated the action of cisplatin. The cisplatinestrogen conjugates increase HMGB1 levels in the ER(+) (MCF-7) but not the ER(−) (HCC-1937) breast cancer cell lines. 118 The increased expression level also correlated with lower IC 50 values in the ER(+) cell lines.
The use of peptides to selectively target cancerous tissue has arisen as a viable strategy for generating less toxic, more effective chemotherapeutics. 137, 138 Recent reports describe the preparation and anticancer activity of platinum(IV) complexes tethered to bioactive peptides via their axial ligands. [139] [140] [141] [142] [143] Our group has prepared several platinum(IV) complexes containing tri-and pentapetides containing either the RGD (Arg-Gly-Asp) or NGR (AsnGly-Arg) sequences. 139 Peptides containing the RGD sequence are recognized by v 3 and v 5 integrins, and those containing the NGR sequence bind selectively to aminopeptidase N (APN). 144 The v 3 and v 5 integrins and APN are overexpressed in the angiogenic vasculature characteristic of tumor tissue. 145 The RGD and NGR peptides can therefore be used to selectively target angiogenic tumors over healthy tissue. Platinum(IV)-RGD and -NGR conjugates exhibited cytotoxicity close to that of cisplatin in cell lines having high expression levels of the v 3 and v 5 integrins. 139 A larger, 36-residue peptide, chlorotoxin (CTX), was attached to a platinum(IV) prodrug in a separate set of experiments. 142 CTX, a component of the venom of the Israeli desert scorpion, binds to a specific chloride channel protein (CLC-3) that is highly expressed in gliomas 146 and also to annexin 2A, which is present on the surfaces of many cancer cell types. 147 Like the RGD and NGR sequences described above, the use of CTX provides a method for selective delivery of a therapeutic to cancer cells. Although the Pt(IV)-CTX conjugate was less cytotoxic than cisplatin in three cell lines tested, it did exhibit enhanced cytotoxicity relative to its platinum(IV) disuccinate precursor. 142 The greatest enhancement occurred in HeLa (human cervical cancer) cells, where it was approximately 200-fold more effective than the platinum(IV) disuccinate complex. 142 This increased cytotoxicity was attributed to the targeting effect of the CTX peptide, because HeLa cells express both CLC-3 148 and annexin 2A on their surface. 149 
Nanoparticle Delivery of Platinum(IV) Prodrugs
Nanotechnology for delivery of anticancer drugs is a rapidly expanding field with many benefits over traditional chemotherapeutic regimens. 150 Nanodelivery devices take advantage of the leaky vasculature and poor lymphatic drainage of angiogenic tumor tissue. These features, common to most solid tumors, enable nanoparticles in the size range of 10-500 nm to selectively accumulate in the interstitial space of tumors by entering through pores of the leaky vasculature. Ineffective lymphatic drainage in tumors cannot remove nanoparticles, and the interstitial fluid in which they are suspended, at an appreciable rate. The tendency for nanoparticles to localize in tumors owing to these physiological deficiencies is commonly known as the enhanced permeability and retention, or EPR, effect. 151 Because of their widespread clinical use, platinum anticancer agents have been explored in conjunction with a variety of nanodelivery devices to exploit the EPR effect and provide more effective and less toxic formulations. [152] [153] [154] [155] [156] [157] [158] [159] [160] [161] [162] [163] [164] [165] [166] Although several of these constructs utilize platinum complexes in the 2+ oxidation state, 152, 153, 155, 157, 158, 160, [163] [164] [165] the field is trending toward the development of systems using platinum(IV) prodrugs. The two additional ligand binding sites available in platinum(IV) complexes provide covalent bond attachment points for fine tuning chemical and physical properties. Several examples of this strategy from our laboratory are discussed here.
Although most commonly known for applications in physical sciences, carbon nanotubes have gained increasing importance as selective drug delivery agents. 167, 168 In their unmodified forms, carbon nanotubes are poorly soluble and toxic, 169 not useful for drug delivery. When functionalized with the appropriate ligands, however, carbon nanotubes can exhibit good solubility and biocompatibility with low apparent toxicity. 170 Such carbon nanotubes are able to enter cells effectively, predominately through a mechanism of clathrindependent endocytosis. 171 Platinum(IV) prodrugs were attached to single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) solubilized by PEGylated amines. 111, 172 Using either the mono-or disuccinate-platinum(IV) complexes, amide-bond forming chemistry enabled covalent attachment of the platinum payload onto the nanotube (Scheme 4).
In a study using human testicular cancer cells (N-Tera2), Pt(IV)-nanotube constructs were able to deliver higher amounts of platinum to the cell and exhibited cytotoxicity greater than that of cisplatin, when measured on a per platinum basis. 111 A Pt(IV)-SWCNT conjugate was designed that selectively targeted cancer cells. To accomplish this goal, we exploited the fact that many different cancer types overexpress the folate receptor (FR) by incorporating a folate molecule into the construct. Aided by both the high cellular uptake properties of the carbon nanotube and the targeting properties of the folate molecule, this second generation analogue was able to induce cell death in FR(+) cell lines more effectively than cisplatin. 172 Encapsulation of a hydrophobic platinum(IV) complex within the interior of multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) was recently described. 173 Although the in vitro cytotoxicity of this material was not reported, it demonstrates the feasibility of full encapsulation of platinum(IV) complexes in nanotubes, providing a novel strategy for drug delivery.
Gold nanoparticles (AuNP) are another class of materials that have recently attracted attention for their use in medicine. 174 Several PEG-functionalized AuNPs and gold nanorods have been derivatized with platinum(II) 160, 164 and platinum(IV) anticancer agents, 162, 166 respectively. Our group reported the attachment of a platinum(IV) prodrug to polyvalent DNA-functionalized gold nanoparticles (DNA-AuNP) (Scheme 5). 175 DNA-AuNPs, pioneered by the research group of Mirkin, are advantageous over other AuNPs with different surface-passivating ligands. 176 For example, DNA-AuNPs are taken up effectively by all cell lines tested thus far and induce no toxicity. The Pt(IV)-DNA-AuNP were prepared with standard amide-bond-forming reactions and were tested against several different cancer cell lines, revealing a cytotoxic potential greater than that of cisplatin. 175 Because the oligonucleotide sequences of DNA-AuNPs can be used to regulate protein expression levels by binding to complementary mRNA sequences, 177 future Pt(IV)-DNAAuNP constructs may be designed to deliver cytotoxic platinum prodrugs while simultaneously knocking down the expression of proteins that confer cellular resistance to these drugs.
The final category of nanodelivery devices investigated by our laboratory is comprised of polymeric nanoparticles. Although any material composed of polymers and exhibiting length scales less than 1 m qualifies as a polymeric nanoparticle, the term is typically reserved for structures that are composed of self-assembled polymer chains. 178 The properties of the resulting nanoparticle can be tuned by altering the chemical structure of the polymer. 179 The particles first employed by our group were based on the self-assembly of amphiphilic block copolymers to generate polymeric micelles. 180 The block copolymer was a carboxy-terminated poly(D,L-lactic-co-glycolic acid)-block-poly(ethylene glycol) (PLGA-PEG-COOH). 181 The PLGA portion of the polymer was chosen for its biodegradability and lack of toxicity. 182 The hydrophobic PLGA core of nanoparticles formed by PLGA-PEG-COOH can also serve as a reservoir for the encapsulation and controlled release of hydrophobic molecules. 183 The PEG portion of the PLGA-PEG-COOH provides a hydrophilic shell to aid in water solubility and biocompatibility. PEG coatings reduce rates of opsonization, thereby increasing blood circulation time. 184 Finally, a pendant carboxylate was incorporated to provide a chemical handle for attaching active targeting agents. 181 The first example from our laboratory employed PLGA-PEG-COOH nanoparticles, employed a construct targeted to the prostate specific membrane antigen (PSMA) and capable of encapsulating and releasing the complex cis,cis,trans-[Pt(NH 3 ) 2 Cl 2 (hexanoate) 2 ]. 185 This particular platinum(IV) prodrug was chosen because its axial ligands are sufficiently hydrophobic to allow it to be encapsulated within the PLGA core (Scheme 6). The pendant carboxylates on the surfaces of the nanoparticles were coupled to RNA aptamers selected to bind to PSMA, thereby actively targeting prostate cancer cells that overexpress this protein on their cell surface. 186, 187 The endocytotic uptake of the nanoparticles by the PSMA(+) LNCaP prostate cancer cells was confirmed microscopically by observing colocalization of fluorescently labeled nanoparticles and the early endosomal marker EEA-1. Subsequent formation of platinum-induced 1,2-intrastrand d(GpG) cross-links on nuclear DNA was confirmed with the use of monoclonal antibodies raised against this adduct. 188 This nanoparticle construct was also evaluated in vivo. 189 Pharmacokinetic studies revealed persistent platinum circulation in the blood of rats treated with the nanoparticle construct compared to treatment with an equivalent dose of cis,cis,trans-[Pt(NH 3 ) 2 Cl 2 (hexanoate) 2 ] alone. Moreover, encapsulation diverted platinum accumulation from the kidneys, a traditional site of platinum-based toxicity. 190 Treatment with the targeted nanoparticle inhibited growth of a subcutaneous LNCaP tumor xenograft at 1/3 of the concentration of cisplatin needed to obtain an equivalent effect.
A similar approach was used to deliver cis,cis,trans-[Pt(NH 3 ) 2 Cl 2 (hexanoate) 2 ] to an orthotopic human breast cancer xenograft model in vivo with a c(RGDfK) targeted PLGA-PEG-COOH nanoparticle. 191 The cyclic pentapeptide c(RGDfK) binds to v 3 integrins overexpressed on the surfaces of angiogenic epithelial cells and many cancers, as described above. The in vitro cytotoxicity of the construct was not only higher than that of cisplatin but also than that of the small molecule Pt(IV)-RGD conjugate. In the animal tumor model, treatment with cisplatin or the nanoparticle construct at equivalent doses of platinum resulted in equivalent degrees of inhibition of tumor growth. There was again, however, significantly reduced accumulation of platinum in the kidneys of the animals treated with the nanoparticle construct.
Although the platinum(IV) prodrug cis,cis,trans-[Pt(NH 3 ) 2 Cl 2 (hexanoate) 2 ] has proved to be satisfactory for these studies, we were interested to study the effect of systematically varying ligand hydrophobicity on the degree of NP encapsulation. A series of complexes cis,cis,trans-[Pt(NH 3 ) 2 Cl 2 L 2 ] was prepared in which L = C n H 2n+1 CO 2 − , n = 1-9. 192 The lipophilicities of these compounds were evaluated by reversed-phase HPLC. The degree of encapsulation varied linearly with the lipophilicity of the complex, but solubility placed limitations on the amount of platinum that could be successfully loaded into PLGA-PEG-COOH polymeric micelles.
The encapsulation approach described above relies on the hydrophobicity of the platinum compound to be delivered. We have, however, developed a number of water-soluble platinum complexes, and we were interested to investigate the effect of nanoparticle encapsulation on the properties of these complexes. Mitaplatin, for instance, cannot be encapsulated in the manner described above. To prepare a PLGA-PEG-COOH nanoparticle containing this complex a different strategy was employed utilizing double emulsion. 193 This nanoparticle construct provided mitaplatin with prolonged circulation time in the bloodstream and, as in the previous instances, diverted platinum accumulation from the kidneys. The efficacy of the nanoparticle construct was compared with that of unencapsulated mitaplatin in a mouse xenograft model of triple-negative breast cancer. Although the free agent has a greater acute effect on tumor growth, in the long term, equivalent doses of platinum, either encapsulated or free, result in equivalent degrees of tumor growth inhibition.
The nanoparticle constructs described above employ non-covalent interactions to encapsulate the platinum compounds to be delivered. It is possible, however, to covalently conjugate a platinum complex to a polymer backbone. To investigate this alternative delivery strategy, the platinum(IV) prodrug cis,cis,trans-[Pt(NH 3 ) 2 Cl 2 (O 2 CCH 2 CH 2 COOH) (OH)] was attached through the succinate to a poly(lactic acid) modified with pendant hydroxyl groups (PLA-OH). 194 The resulting platinated polymer, PLA-Pt(IV), was then encapsulated within the core of a PLGA-PEG-COOH nanoparticle (Scheme 7). The core of this construct can more appropriately be viewed as a polymer blend. The pendant carboxylates on the surface of this nanoparticle were functionalized with RNA aptamers to target PSMA. In vitro studies showed that these nanoparticles are taken up by endocytosis and capable of releasing the prodrug, which forms 1,2-intrastrand d(GpG) cross-links on nuclear DNA.
Conclusions and Future Directions
The widespread success of cisplatin as the first clinically approved transition metal-based anticancer drug significantly altered the paradigm of traditional medicinal chemistry, which previously focused primarily on organic drugs. We hope that the present survey of studies, mainly from our laboratory, have convinced the reader that, despite the fact that cisplatin has been in use for over 40 years, rational improvements to existing platinum-based anticancer agents can be made. Many other groups have similarly worked to design and implement platinum and other transition metal constructs as novel drug candidates. These advances have been aided by both a careful analysis of older literature, in the case of the monofunctional complexes, as well as utilization of new scientific discoveries in the field of nanoscience. A viable strategy for further advancement of platinum anticancer agents lies in both a careful reevaluation of compounds previously considered to be inactive, and the merging of these agents with drug delivery devices. Given the vibrant research activity in this field, and the pressing need for better cancer therapies, many new discoveries, and potentially the next FDA-approved platinum-based drug, are on the horizon. What are greatly needed are mechanisms to move such compounds past the stage of pre-clinical development into clinical trials. We look forward to future progress in this regard.
Experimental Synthesis of cis,cis,trans-[Pt(NH 3 ) 2 Cl 2 (O 2 CH) 2 ]
Cisplatin (100 mg, 0.33 mmol) was suspended in 4 mL of formic acid and 220 L (3.3 mmol) of 50% aqueous H 2 O 2 were added. The mixture was heated to 60 °C. Within the first 0.5 h, the yellow cisplatin suspension became a greenish-grey mixture. Upon continued stirring at 60 °C for a total of 3.5 h, the mixture converted to a suspension of an off-white solid. The solid was collected by filtration, washed with 3 × 2 mL of diethyl ether, dissolved in 40 mL of hot (~90 °C) water, and the resulting solution was stored at 4 °C for 16 h. Colorless crystals formed and were collected and washed sequentially with 2 × 5 mL water, 2 × 5 mL ethanol, and 2 × 5 mL diethyl ether, prior to drying under vacuum. Yield: 55 mg (43%). Crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction studies were grown by vapor diffusion of diethyl ether into an N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMA) solution of the complex. Mp: 124-131°C (dec). 1 111, 175 Crystals of the ethanol solvate of the former were grown by cooling a concentrated ethanolic solution of the complex to − 40 °C. Crystals of the DMSO solvate of the latter were grown by cooling a concentrated DMSO/DMF (50:50) solution of the complex to 4 °C. Suitable crystals were selected by microscopic examination through crossed polarizers and each was mounted on a nylon cryoloop in Paratone oil and cooled to 100 K under a stream of nitrogen. A Bruker APEX CCD X-ray diffractometer controlled by the APEX2 software 195 was used to collect the diffraction of graphite-monochromated Mo K radiation ( = 0.71073 Å) from the crystal. The data were integrated with SAINT 196 and absorption, Lorentz, and polarization corrections were calculated by SADABS. 197 The space groups were determined by analyzing the systematic absences of the diffraction pattern with XPREP. 198 Using the SHELXTL-97 software package the structures were solved by direct methods and refined against F 2 using standard procedures. 199 All non-hydrogen atoms were located on difference Fourier maps and refined anisotropically. Unless otherwise indicated in the note below or the appropriate CIF, hydrogen atoms were placed at calculated positions and refined with their isotropic displacement parameters (U iso ) set equal to 1.2 times the U iso of the atom to which they were attached. A multiplicative factor of 1.5 was used for terminal methyl groups. CIF data are provided in the Supporting Information. The structures, deposited in the Cambridge Structural Database, were checked for missed higher symmetry and twinning with PLATON 200, 201 and were further validated using CheckCIF.
Selected crystallographic parameters are presented in Table 1 . 
COOH)(OH)] ·DMSO
The positions of the hydrogen atoms on the hydroxide ligand and the pendant carboxylate were refined semi-freely with the O-H distances restrained to 0.84(2) Å. The final structural model shows the positions of the hydrogen atoms to be consistent with the hydrogenbonding network holding the crystal together. One of these hydrogen bonds forms between the pendant carboxylate of one molecule (OH donor) and the hydroxide of a symmetry generated molecule (OH acceptor). The O···O distance of this donor-acceptor pair is 2.524(4) Å, placing it within the category of a low-barrier hydrogen bond. 202, 203 The donoracceptor distance approaches the commonly accepted 2.5 Å limit of the short-strong hydrogen bond (SSHB), but the hydrogen atom is not symmetrically located between the two oxygen atoms. Moreover, there is no evidence of positional disorder of the hydrogen atoms in this structure. Although the barrier to proton transfer between the two oxygen atoms is likely low, consistent with the expected nucleophilicity of the coordinated hydroxide, a single-welled potential, characteristic of a SSHB, does not appear to be present.
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